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TEACHERS EUROPEAN TOUR

THIS TIME BY BOAT OR AIR
Sponsored by

American Teachers Association
AND

Teachers State Association of Texas
• ENGLAND
• HOLLAND
• BELGIUM
• LUXEMBOURG
• GERMANY
• SWITZERLAND
• LIECHTENSTEIN
• AUSTRIA
• ITALY
• MONACO
• FRANCE

•

TWO DEPARTURES
BOAT Leave New York July 3-Return Aug 7 or
Leave New York July 17-Return Aug. 27
AIR Leave New York July I 0-Return Aug. 7 or
Leave New York July 21-Return Aug. 18
Total Inclusive Cost -

$895.00 Up

10-Day Extention Tour to Africa GO NOW -

$599.00

PAY LATER

Via BOAC and CUNARD STEAMSHIP LINES,
UNITED STA TES LINES or GREEK LINE
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY

HENDERSON TRAVEL SERVICE
931 HUNTER STREET, N. W.
ATLANTA 14, GEORGIA
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COMO ELEMENT ARY SCHOOL pilot class in modern mathematics:
Reg inald Thompson conducts a Sixth Grade Pilot Class in the new
approach to the teaching of arithmetic at Como Elementary, one
of six Fort Worth elementary schools in which pilot courses are
being conducted. This pilot program is directed toward gaining
the experience necessary for the selection of new arithmetic textbooks in 1965. In the operations being performed, pupils are
demonstrating the distributive property of members, using multiplication and division. Shown in picture, reading left to right;
Rodger Fits, Deborah Chappell , Michael Ainsworth, Joyce Hart,
C lifton Board, Robert Meeks, Mr. Reginald Thompson, Teacher,
Linda Savannah , Cecelia Adams.
The TEXAS STANDARD is published bi-monthly (except July-August) September to June
by the Teachers State Association of Texas, 1191 N avasota Street, Austin, Texas. Entered as
second class matter May 17, 1945, at the post office at Fort Worth, Texas, under Act of
March 3, 1879. Re-entered at Austin, Texas, October 20, 1953.
Membership dues of $7 in the Teachers State Association of Texas entitle members to
receive the TEXAS STANDARD bi-monthly, except July-August, for one year. Subscription
price to non-members $2.50.
Material published in this magazine does not necessarily reflect the views of the editors or
the policy of the Teachers State Association of Texas.
ADDRESS:

State Headquarters, 1191 Navasota Street, Box 6308, Austin, Texas.
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Second Bi-Annual
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS
CONFERENCE
of the
Teachers State Association
of Texas
Hamilton Park High School
E. V. Goss, Principal
Dallas, Texas
April 11, 1964
Theme: NEW DIRECTIONS IN
ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ARTS INSTRUCTION
Re-renewing Our Efforts

•

***HIGHWAYS***
HIGHWAY 100
Route 1. D eveloping Taste in Literature in Young
Children
Route 2. Programmed Instruction in Language Arts
Route 3. Linguistic Approach in Teaching Foreign
Languages to Elementary Pupils

HIGHWAY 200
Route 1. Language That Grows
Route 2. Reading in the Content Areas
Route 3. Stimulating and Extending Reading Interest in the Culturally Deprived
Route 1.
Route 2.
Route 3.

Route 1.
Route 2.
Route 3.

•

HIGHWAY 300
Team Teaching in English Classes
Logic in Expository Writing and Creative
Writing
Structural Linguistics Replaces the Traditional
HIGHWAY 400
Reading Formula for General Classroom
Use
Teaching Poetry to High School Students
Evaluating Performance in Language Arts
and English

LECTURES - DEMONSTRATIONS
TEACHING MACHINES - EXHIBITS
INSTRUCTIONAL MACHINES
For further information contact:
Doris Bradford Williams
Chairman of English Section TS A T
Jack Yates Senior High School
3703 Sampson, Houston, Texas 77004
Nancy Goss
Co-Chairman of English Section TS AT
Sequoyah Junior High School, Dallas, Texas
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From the EditorParticipating Citizenship Program

Local, state and national officials will be elected in
1964. The membership of TSAT is urged to qualify as
participating citizens by exercising suffrage rights in all
elections.
GOOD GOVERNMENTS-local, state or nationalare not accidents. They are the result of planned and
critical participation in all political campaigns. Incompetent officials should not win their positons by
default of those who are capable of judging the worthiness of candidates.
Statistical Comparison
When statistics on education are quoted, Texas has
little to boast about. It ranks 49th in length of the
public school term; 39th in per cent of ninth grade
pupils who complete high school; 35th in per pupil
expenditures in elementary and secondary schools; and
29th in average salary of public school teachers.
Summer Travel
Why nClt include professional growth in summer
travel plans? There ar·e many attractive foreign and
domestic tours which offer both pleasure and beneficial
professional experiences. In cooperation with ATA and
the Henderson Travel Agency, TSAT provides an economical and competitive tour to European and African
countries.
Phelps-Stokes Cooperative Project
The Cooperative Professional Development Propect,
jointly sponsored by the Phelps-Stokes Fund and the
Teachers State Association of Texas, will provide opportunity for teachers to promote their professional growth
in several areas of competence.
District and local associations are urged to organize
for this special service, intended to help TSAT members
in some desirable areas of professional growth. Dr.
Aaron Brown, project director of the Phelps-Stokes Fund,
will administer the program. He will be assisted by
coordinators and consultants of national stature.
Tenure Legislation
The Delegate Assembly, in the 79th Annual Convention, passed a resolution which urged support of tenure
legislation. Tbis support was urged because legislation
is needed to provide a basis for legal action whenever
employment rights of teachers are violated.
In urging support of tenure legislation, it is recognized that there are many school officials who handle
grievances with due regard for democratic processes.
On the other hand, there are some school officials who
act arbitrarily, without regard to any rights which teachers may have as employees of local or state governments.
All local and district affiliates are urged to support
the TSAT campaign to enact tenure legislation.
"With All Deliberate Speed"
The pace of desegregation is now a legal issue.
In the 919 school districts in Texas with Negro and
white pupils, 177 ar.e desegregated. Ten more districts
are scheduled to begin desegregation in September, 1964.
There are .five state supported senior colleges which do
not have a Negro student enrolled.
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In this message, atte ntion will be given to qualities of leadership and the functions which
leaders should fulfill in directing organized efforts. A particular concern is that the qualities
and functions discussed will have special application to the organized efforts of TSAT.
C. A. THOMAS

•

Qualities of Leadership
A general definition of leadership states: "That quality of behavior of individuals whe reby
th ey guide people or their activities in organized efforts. " So we ask, " What qualities does a
man need to be a leader?"
Five qualities of leadership are suggested by Field Marshal Viscount Slim-courage, will
power, flexibility of mind, knowledge and integrity.
COURAGE: As observed by Marshal Sl im, courage is the basis of all other virtues which
leaders are expected to possess. Without courage, other qualities of leadership would be
meaningless; man must have courage to act. While physical courage is important in leadership
roles , moral courage is the essential quali ty. This courage is characterized by willingness to
ri ght wrongs and patience in seeking justice for the oppressed. Leaders without moral courage
forfeit the ir historical im portance: they do not contribute to advancement of civilization and
the betterment of society.
WILL POWER: Long hours of concentration and heavy physical demands require that
leaders possess extraordinary will power. The true leader must be capable of sustaining heavy
emotional sh ocks and frustrations. A special test of will power comes when the leader must
give ear to friends who proclaim their opposition as " acting in your best interests". Real will
power is necessary to overcome that one.
FLEXIBILITY OF MIND. A courageous leader, with strong will power, would be dangerous
if he were unwilling to change plans as circumstances dictated. We live in a changing world;
hence, circumstances will hardly ever be the same from one situation to another. Therefore,
an effective leader will show flexibility in his thinking. It might prove fatal to both the leader
and his constituents if a steadfast conviction were maintained under all circumstances.
KNOWLEDGE: In addition to thorough knowledge of his own job as leader, an effective
leader seeks knowledge about the "other fellow's job." Not knowledge about how the job
should be done, but an understanding which reveals what he can best do as leader to help the
other fe llow do his job.
INTEGRITY: The thing that makes people trust you is called "integrity." It is unquestioned
devotion to the job at hand and suppresses ambitions of personal and professional prestige.

•

Functions of Leadership
Leaders perform several functions among which are representation, initiation, administration
and interpretation . Note that these duties are chiefly functional in nature.
With regards to representation, it is important that leaders accept purpose of the group.
The leader of every group , large or small, represents the group in projecting its aim both to
members of th e group and to the outside world. As the personification of group purposes, the
leader has an obligation to suppress his personal aims, unless such aims are embodied and identified with purposes of the group.
The functions of initiation and administration are the practical areas of leadership. Those
who assum e lead ership roles have the responsibility of planning and organizing for actions of
th e group. Failure to function effective ly in the practical areas of leadership can prove disastrous
to group efforts and seriously damage th e leader's prestige with his group.
A good lead er constantly explains the why and the wherefore of his decisions. This is
true , especially, of th ose decisions which involve changes in gro~p behavior. Groups do not like
change. They resist desperately and are deeply disturbed by threatened change. Hence, the
leader must think critically when he interprets situations which will require that the group modify
or change its behavior.
When all of the problems which leaders experience are considered, it appears to me that
most difficult of all are those which require th e leader to adapt continually in o rder to maintain
reasona ble contentment and a high morale amon g group. When pressing for changes, it is most
important that th e critical points of group resistance be known. Otherwise, the leader flirts
th e risk of loyalty and support of his group membe rs.
In efforts to coo rdinate group activities, bureauracy sometimes becomes overburdening.
While bureauracy is not inherently bad, it becomes intolerable unless it is humanized. What
men object to in bureauracy is not the necessity for order, for system, but to the application of
system by individuals too narrow in their training and outlook to realize that system is never
an end in itself. The system is a means by which groups realize their purposes.
(Continued on Page 5)
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A Mathe·matician Considers Current Science

•

•

During the next few years, high school administrators
will undoubtedly be subjected to public pressure to increase
and improve their offerings in science and mathematics.
As a mathematician I naturally approve of this public
interest. Nevertheless, I view it with considerable alarm.
It is not an improvement to harrass a perfectly good
basketball coach into giving an advanced course in mathematics, physics, or chemistry for which he has neither the
interest nor the training! The emphasis should not be on
giving an additional course in any particular field. The
emphasis should rather be on giving more advanced training in whatever field your staff is competent and interested
in undertaking. If you have an exceptionally fine teacher
of English literature, then by all means give advanced
courses in English literature rather than in science or
mathematics. "If this be treason, make the most of it."
An enthusiastic study of Beowulf and Milton is more
valuable to a future scientist than a hodgepodge of partially correct ideas about advanced high school mathematics,
chemistry, physics, biology or any other field. Similarly, a
properly given course in one of the sciences may be more
useful to a potential non-science major than is a poorly
conceived course in his own field. This brief note is a
plea to administrators to ask their staff, in writing, what
they as individuals have to offer to good students which
could be offered within the present or immediately foreseeable framework of the local administrative set-up.
If you have a teacher who is interested in amateur
archaeology, it may well be that an archaeology club will,
under an enthusiastic sponsor, offer more for your students
than any other conceivable curriculum change. Improvement of the program then, is a question of "What hidden
well-springs of talent and enthusiasm are there among
may staff which can be tapped for the general betterment
of the gifted student?"
Although my own training (Ph.D. in modern abstract
algebra) has been mainly scientific, I find that the two
high school courses which stand out among all others are
a course in Latin, in which an interested teacher made

By RICHARD V. ANDREE
University of Ok lahoma

Virgil's Aeneid come to life, and a high school course in
Psychology which was open only to students with an
overall B+ average. The latter course was superior to most
college Psychology I course-it should have been ; the
students were more carefully selected. Either of these
courses would have been prosaic or worse, had they been
given by teachers who were less enthusiastic.
Therefore, in the midst of all the current furor for
more courses in mathematics and science for the gifted
student, I raise one voice in favor of any advanced course
or club for which your particular staff includes a person
who has the competence and the enthusiasm necessary to
fire the imaginations of a group of gifted high school
students. The stimulation received from personal contact
with a dedicated, competent person, in any field, no matter how remote from his final goal, is far more valuable
to a student than specific subject 'matter taught without the
fire of personal dedication. A questionnaire to your staff
may enable you to discover all sorts of unknown and
hidden talents. Give it a trial before you arbitrarily decide
to add an additional course in some specific subject.
Perhaps one of the easiest ways to stimulate gifted
students is to have well-written, authoritative books in
your high school library. Stop for a moment and examine the mathematics books on your library shelf. What
does it contain that is less than twenty years old, which
is not a text?
In conclusion:
(1) Survey your staff and give extra courses in whatever fields you find competence combined with enthusiasm.
( 2) Consider the use of correspondence courses from
your state university to take care of small classes of specialized instruction.
( 3) Write for the carefully balanced list of selected,
authoritative mathematical books suitable for the high
school library, and get your PTA or civic club to purchase
them for you.

Implications

•

When qualities of leadership and the functions of leaders are applied to the situations of
TSAT, several significant implications are revealed. One of the implications deserves attention
at this time.
Local and district associations have been developing outstar.ding leaders over the years.
These leaders have demonstrated their capabilities in professional and community service. Unfortunately, the leadership developed at local and district levels has not pushed for positions as
officers of the state or parent body.
TSAT will face trouble eventually unless outstanding leaders are willing to run for elective
offices of our association. In the recent election, only one candidate qualified for the ballot.
The same was true in 1962. Evidently, there are some conditions which account for the lack of
competition for elective offices in our Association. As president of the association , and an
interested professional, it is my hope that each member of the association will do his part in
stimulating outstanding men and women to assume leadership roles in our organization.

If we are unable to do this we can expect that TSAT will suffer for leadership in the future.
~ARCH-APRIL, 1964
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Tenure And Dismissal

• •

By M. J. BARRETT
Perfection Elementary Sc hool
Kil dare , Te xa s

The word tenure, generally speaking, means the duration
of employment. A teacher employed for one, two, or five
years has tenure for the period of time as the case may
be. But the word " tenure" has acquired a legalistic meaning in school law which refers to more or less indefinite or
continuous employment from year to year under certain
conditions. Tenure in this sense is provided for by legislative enactment and does not depend on common law.
In Texas there are no state statutes whi.ch provide for
tenure in its literal legalistic sense. The statutes that do
deal with length of employment of teachers actually contravene the establishment of tenure on common law
grounds in all common, independent, city, or town school
districts by specifying the maximum number of years
superintendents, principals, teachers, and other executive
officers of schools can be contracted with for one term of
employment.

The law dealing with the length of employment in
common school districts is as follows:
Art icl e 2750a - l. Contracts with Teachers and Others in Rural
High School Districts and Common School Districts.-The board
of trustees of any common school d istrict o r any d istrict which is
cl a ssi f ied a s a co mm on school d istrict in this State sh a ll, a t a ll
times , ha ve t he right to enter into co ntracts emp loying a su p er intenden t, princi pa ls, tea ch ers, and o ther executive officers in the
schools of any suc h d istricts for a term no t to exceed three ( 3)
year s; provi ded , that a ll twelve-mo nth co ntracts mad e by the
b oard of tr ustees of any such d istrict with a ny suc h emp loyee
here in mentioned sh a ll beg in on J uly I st a nd end J une 30th of the
ye ar te rminating t he co ntract; provided , further that a ll such contracts sh a ll be app rove d by the county su perinten d ent of the county
ha ving ju risdiction and su pervisio n of such di strict. Acts 1963, 53rd
Legislat ure , p : 586, ch . 228 ; a s am en ded 53 Leg is lat ure, I st C. S. ,
p. 72 , ch . 34.

For independent, city, or town school districts, the law
dealing with the length of employment reads as follows:
Article 2781. Tea c:,e rs' cont ra cts.-The b oard of trustees of a ny
ci ty, or town, or an y in d epend ent school d istrict may emp loy a
su perintendent, prin ci pa l, teache r, o r other e xec utive officer in th e
schools therein for a period of not to exceed three (3) ye ars, p rovi ded th a t the b oa rd of tr us tees o f an independent schoo l d istrict
which had a scho la st ic po p ul a ti o n of 5000 or more in the la st
preced in g schol a stic year may em p loy a su p erintendent, prinic pa l,
teache r, o r other exec ut ive officer in the schoo ls fo r a term not
to exceed five ( 5 ) yea rs. A ll twe lve-m o nt h contra cts made by
trustees of inde pendent school d istricts with e mp loyee s he rein
mentioned sh a ll beg in on July first and end o n June 30th of th e
yti!a r term inat ing the co ntract. Acts 1905, p. 263 ; A cts 1923, p.
260 ; Acts 1930, 41 st Legislat ure , 5th C. S. p. 123 , ch. 8, se c . I.

So it may be said that there is no legal basis for tenure
in the present statutes of Texas since these statutes specifically state for every kind of school district the length of
the term of employment for the employees. Under term
contract such as exists in Texas, a teacher may be dismissed for j11st cause during the school year and has no
"right" to renewal of the contract. Let us see what Texas
statutes say about teacher dismissal in Texas. For the
County Unit System the law is:
The cou nty board sh a ll sus pen d nr d ismiss fo r im mo ra li t y1, misco nd uct in office, or inco mpetence, or wilfJI neg lect of d uty, or
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whenever , in the o p1n1on of the board the best interest of the
d istri ct requires it, superintendent, principal, teacher, or other
e mployees or appointees of the board . Acts 1923, 38th Legislature,
ch. 118, p. 237.

For the Common School District the law says:
" . . . They (trustees) shall have power to employ and dismiss
teachers; but in case of dismi ssal, teachers shall have the right to
appe a l to t he County Superintendent and Commission of Education .. . " Article 2749.

In the absence of statutes, dismissal practices in other
types of school districts have their bases in local school
board resolutions and in common law principles. Under
common law principles teachers may be dismissed for
sufficient cause. As to what constitutes S.ftfficient cause is a
question of fact and has to be decided by a jury in each
individual case.
Generally, the legal grounds for dismissal are: incompetence, neglect of duty, immorality, misconduct, refusal
to obey rules or orders of the school board, services of the
teacher not needed, lack of funds, marriage and childbirth,
political activity ( not legal in Texas), membership in labor
unions, refusal to take the oath of allegiance or nonsubversive oath, refusal to testify before a congressional
committee, pleading the 5th Amendment, not paying one's
financial obligations, and, in two rather recent cases concerning the dismissal of Negro teachers, "not possessing
certain INTANGIBLES."
Article 2654-7. General Provisions, Section 1, provides for appeal in case where disputes or grievances arise
under the school laws of the State of Texas. Section 1
reads thusly:
" Partie s ha ving any matter of d is pute among them arising under
provisions of the school laws of Texas, or any person or parties
aggrieved by the actions or decisions of any Board of Trustees or
Board of Ed uc ation, may appeal in writing to the Commissioner
of Educatio n who, after due notice to the parties interested , shall
examine in a hearing and render a judgment without cost to the
parties involved. H owever, nothing contained in this Section shall
depri ve any party of a leg a l remedy." For the details of hearing
and appea l procedures see Part IV of the Texas Public School Law
Bulletin, Number 587, page s 494-498. In the case of Trustees of
Chilicothe Independent School District v. Dudney the court ruled
th at: "The appeal provided by th is statute must be perfected in a
reasonable time, no time being fixed by the statute."

The court in Boyles v: Potter County said:
" A teacher may not resort to the courts to recover for services
rendered with ou t first resorting to the remedies provided in the
sc hool law. "

In Harkness v . Htttchenson, the court held:
" A teacher di scharged without proper cau se, and who has taken
no ste ps by appea l to reinstate himself, cannot recover damages
fo r breach of co ntract."

In Marrs ,v. Matthews is found this significant ruling:
" No one has an inherent right to teach in public free schools,
b ut the state may prescribe the qua lifications and name the cond iti o ns under which the pr ivil ege of tea€hing may be exercised."

(1) The Supreme Court of California has defined immorality as "That
conduct which is hostile to the general welfare of the general public and contrary to good morals."

TEXAS ST AN DARO

The Century of the Educated Man

•

•

•

(.Editor's Note: The .following address was made by President
Lyndon B. Johnson, who at the time was Vice President of the United
States, at Tufts University commencement exercises, Medford, Massachusetts. Title of his presentation was, "The Century of the Educated
Man.")

When we stood about as far before the mid-point of
the century as we now stand beyond that point, the
Twentieth Century was popularized as the "century of
the common man.·'
Today the year 1999 will soon be nearer to us than
the year 1929. We can see our times in a new perspective.
At this vantage point, it seems no longer adequate to
describe this as the "century of the common man."
It is true that during these sixty-three years, the common man on every continent has covered himself with
glory. He has formed more nations, established more self
government, cast more ballots, built more schools, studied
more books, cured more disease, ministered to more needy
than ever before. The century of the common man has
also, as Winston Churchill expressed it, been distinguished
by "more commen men killing each other with greater
facilities than in any other five centuries put together."
The common man has been the focus of great economic
and political revolutions. His status as an individual has
changed. His institutions have changed. But today a new
revolution is running-deeper, broader, more profound
.ind more permanent. It is a revolution of education, a
revolution changing the capabilities of the common man
-changing what he is, what he can be, and what his
children after him will be. In this perspective, I believe
we have come to a time when the century in which we
live should henceforth be known as the "century of the
educated man."
On a global basis, no statistics are adequate to suggest
the magnitude of today's revolution of education. In our
nation's programs overseas, thirty million people annually
use the libraries we provide. We distribute eight million
books abroad each year. The Soviet distributes twenty times
more. But together these programs do not begin to meet
the world demand.
Mere facts and figures cannot convey the human passion
committed to the quest for learning. In our English
language teaching programs, small children in Latin America have sold the shoes off their feet to pay their way to
classes-which they attend barefoot. In Africa, a tribal
chief was turned away from enrolling in a class because
there were no more chairs. The next day, he and a contingent of his fellow chiefs-were waiting outside the
door, each carrying his own chair.
This is not a revolution to other continents. Here in
our own land, we have more than fifty million students
attending more than 135,000 public and private schools
at all levels. There are more students today in the United
States than there were city residents only forty years ago.
Our American commitment to education is old and
long standing. But the real impact has just begun to come
within very recent years .
We have entered an age in which education is not just
a luxury permitting some men an advantage over others.
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It has become a necessity without which a person is defenseless in this complex, industrialized society.
Levels of education which were once regarded with awe,
have now become commonplace. And jobs which once
could be filled by strength and native intelligence now
call for a college degree. We have truly entered the century of the educated man.
It is a mistake, however, to confuse skill with education.
A man who has been taught only to hold a job has not
been educated-he has been trained. And the man who
has merely been trained is not fully qualified to take his
place in a free society as a fully participating citizen.
Education, of course, is not something that is acquired
just in college. All of life is an education process and
when I think of death, I think of it as the moment when
the brain ceases to inquire and to expand.
There was a time when some Americans regarded an
education just as a passport to a position of luxury in
our society. We have come a long way from those days.
We have learned that no man can avoid the obligations
of citizenship-indeed that these obligations are forced
upon him.
This thought is particularly compelling at this time in
our history when our country is torn by internal tensions.
People who have been denied basic rights for centuries
have reached the explosion point, where they are demanding those rights-now. And it is not possible to find
logical, moral reasons to say them nay.
In the course of their struggle, government can- and,
I assure you, will protect them, as it protects all citizens,
in the exercise of those rights which are guaranteed to
them by the constitution and the laws of the land. But the

PRESIDENT LYNDON B. JOHNSON, a former school
teacher, has told friends that if he had a son he would
want him to be a teacher, preacher, or politician, because
these are fields which render greatest public service.
President Johnson, a graduate of Southwest Texas State
Teachers College, taught in the Texas public schools at
Cotulla, Pearsall and Houston in the early 1930's before
launching his political career. (Photo by Karsh of Ottawa.)
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response to their real-and just-aims must come from
the community as a whole.
Government will play its proper role. But our citizens,
though they may look to government for leadership, cannot abdicate their moral obligation to make a total commitment-and carry out that commitment-to the cause
of equal opportunity and equal treatment for all Americans, regardless of irrelevant considerations of ancestry.
The days that lie ahead of us will be not only troubled
but confusing. The question of equal rights and equal
treatment is not a simple one because it is complicated by
traditions and patterns of thought that are deeply engrained. The cause of a strong and united America will
not be served by promoting misunderstanding and by ref using to understand the legitimate demands of those who
are seeking simple justice.
We have too much of a tendency to equate the struggle
for equal rights with social prestige and status. The issue
is clouded by stating it in terms of who can live in what
fashionable section and who can go into what desirable
restaurant or who can go into what prestige school.
Frankly, it is difficult for me to see why anyone should
deny to another person the right to any prestige to which
he is entitled. But even beyond that, we must face up to
the fact that individual economic survival in our modern,
industrial nation urgently demands equal access to the
facilities of our society.
If we deny a man access to the education to which he
is entitled by capacity we also deny him access to his
rightful place in our economy. And, I might add, we
also deny ourselves his productive skills.
If we deny a man access to adequate housing in an area
of his choice, we restrict also his right to live with his
family near the place where he can work.
If we restrict the right of a man to enjoy the ordinary
comforts of life, we also restrict his right to move from
one place to another in search of the best job for whid1
he is qualified. In addition, we restrict the right of the
employer to search out the best qualified worker.
Let us be very clear on this matter. If we condemn
people to inequality in our society, we also condemn them
to inequality in our economy. And we do our conscience
a disservice if we dismiss their demands for social justice
as a mere desire for social status.
I doubt very much whether those who have been the
victims of discrimination have a burning desire to "mingle"
with those who have oppressed them. I would think they
have accumulated too many resentments. They probably
wish that we would just go away and leave them alone.
But we live in a time when our country cannot be
divided-not between slave and free or black and white.
If we cannot permit each man and woman to find the
rightful place in a free society to which they are entitled
by merit, we cannot preserve a free society itself.
This is the challenge which faces this generation in the
century of the educated man.
One hundred years ago, we settled the question of
whether men and women could be property. The answer
was No- an answer that came through blood and agony.
But we did not-despite noble words and noble motives
- settle the question of whether men and women would
be equal in opportunity. We postponed that issue-simply
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Education Week Stresses
Education Dividends
American Education Week, Nov. 8-14, 1964, the 44th
such annual observance-will center around the theme,
"Education Pays Dividends."
State and local associations planning to conduct programs during American Education Week will be able to
pick up valuable ideas and suggestions at the NEA Convention in Seattle, June 28-July 3. A special workshop
for representatives of state and local associations will be
held at 2 :30 p.m. Thursday, July 2 for an exchange of
ideas on AEW and Teaching Career Month. Suggestions
for programs, publications and other ideas will be discussed.
The main theme of the week's observ·ance will be supported by seven daily topics stressing community responsibility for the development of better schools and
better citizens.
The scheduled subthemes are: "Education Pays Dividends" -"In Better Human Relations" (Nov. 8), "In
Improving Earning Power" (Nov. 9), "In Personal Fulfillment" (Nov. 10), "In Good Citizmship" (Veterans
ay, Nov. 11), "In National Economic Growth" (Nov.
12), "In Better Communities" (Nov. 13), "In International Relations" (Nov. 14).
because it did not force itself upon us m an agrarian
society.
We are now learning that no moral issue can be postponed indefinitely. We did not settle the question on the
basis of justice and equity when we had time to do so.
Now we find we must settle it with turmoil and agony.
The settlement will be one that will try the souls and
hearts of all men of all races and religions-north, south,
east and west. This is not a sectional problem because
our society is unequal in every section. No part of our
country is so without sin that it can cast the first stone.
And somehow we must maintain our compassion-not
only for the victims of discrimination but for those who
are bewildered and frightened by the changes that are
coming at such a fast pace. If we lose our compassion, we
will merely substitute one injustice for another-and our
agony will be in vain.
This is not a time for retribution but for justice.
The task before us is truly one for the educated mind
because the educated mind sees things not only clearly but
compassionately. Otherwise, that mind is merely trained.
We are dealing with humanity and if we do not treat
people as human beings, the educated mind is a sham and
a fraud.
This ceremony is quite properly called commencement.
In a sense it is the commencement of your education and
the commencement of your real problems.
You are stepping out into a world of danger. But where
there is danger, there is also opportunity-and the greater
the danger the greater the opportunity.
I do not presume to give you advice because my generation cannot tell your generation that we faced up to all
problems, solved all issues and conquered all injustice.
But you are graduating in a time for greatness. I envy
you the opportunity and I wish you wel1.
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The Why Of Income Taxes
Fully a century has passed since systematic collection of
internal Federal revenues began in the United States. It
was not until the early years of the 20th century, however,
that the methods of collection began to set a pattern for
today's system.
Wars, periods of economic depression-with hundreds
of thousands out of work-and periods of prosperity, can
be traced in the .figures of official Internal Revenue records.
In each of the two worst years of the depression of the
1930's, internal revenue collections came to just slightly
more than $3.5 billion. Less than 25 years later, in the
1956 fiscal year, collections were more than $75 billion.
Less than 6 years later, in 1962, collections jumped almost
another $2 5 billion to a record of $99 .4 billion.
The nation had few taxes in its early history. The first
period in which internal taxes were used to support the
U.S. Government was from 1791 to 1802. These taxes
were levied mainly on distilled spirits, carriages, refined
sugar, tobacco and snuff, property sold at auction, corporate
bonds, and on slaves.
The Costs of War
The heavy costs o.f the War of 1812 added new taxable
items, and brought about what is believed to be the Nation's first sales tax. Gold and silverware, jewelry and
watches, were among the new taxable products. The Nation recovered rapidly from the financial pressures of that
war. Although the Secretary of the Treasury in 1815
strongly urged that a permanent internal revenue system
be set up, Congress, 2 years later, did away with all internal revenue taxes. Tariffs on imported goods were
thought to be sufficient to provide funds for running the
Govern'ment.
The Nation weathered the Mexican War, Indian campaigns, and various other troubles without serious financial
problems. With the Civil War, however, tremendous demands were made on the National Treasury.
In 1862, a series of sweeping revenue laws was adopted
by Congress. Among them was the Nation's first income
tax law. The law was a forerunner of our modern income
tax in that it used the principles of graduated or progressive taxation and of withholding income tax at the
source.
Graduated taxation provides for rates of payment which
increase as the amount of income increases. During the
Civil War, a person earning at least $600 a year, but less
than $10,000 paid tax at the rate of 3 percent. Those
with income of more than $10,000 paid tax at a higher
rate. The $600 basic income tax exemption figure-so
familiar to all taxpayers today-first appeared during the
Civil War.
Withholding-the system of having taxes deducted from
payrolls-was applied to all Federal salaries during the
Civil War. These included salaries of the armed services,
civilian employees of the Federal Government, and Members of Congress.
The Civil War System
The Revenue Act of 1862, signed into law by President
Lincoln, was the most sweeping revenue-producing mea-
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sure in the Nation's history to that time. Enacted to meet
the staggering costs of the war-the public debt was then
mounting at the rate of $2 million a day- the law became
the foundation for our present internal revenue system and
marked the birth of the permanent Internal Revenue
Service.
The 16th Amendment
In 1913 the income tax became a permanent feature of
the U.S. tax system. It was accomplished by way of the
16th amendment to the Constitution, passed as the Nation's
population neared the 100 million mark. The amendment
gave Congress for the first time legal authority to tax
incomes, and resulted in a revenue law which taxed incomes of both individuals and corporations.
Today, the income tax effects all U.S. business organizations and nearly all families. Most individuals whose
annual income is $600 or more are expected to pay their
fair share of the taxes which are used to maintain the
welfare and security of the Nation.
The income tax law applies not only to adult wage
earners, but also to students who work at part-time jobs
during the school year or are employed through the summer vacation months. Students who earn less than $600
annually do not pay income tax, but in order to receive
a refund of tax withheld from their wages, they are required to file an income tax return with the Internal
Revenue Service.
Between 1945 and 1950, collections hovered just above
or below the $40 billion mark and then began a steady
climb which was to bring them to the alltime high of
$99.4 billion reached in fiscal 1962. The Nation that year
reached the 186 million population mark.
The
in all
States.
where

Organizational Framework
Internal Revenue Service carries on its operations
50 States and outlying territories of the United
It even mantains offices in several foreign countries
American citizens reside in numbers.

Major Sources of R,evenue
According to fiscal 1962 figures, the budget dollar was
made up of 43 cents in individual income taxes ; 13 cents
in corporation income taxes; 16 cents in excise taxes; 6
cents in customs and other incidental taxes, and 4 cents
from loans.
Disbursement of the budget dollar gives the major portion-58 cents-to national security; 10 cents to payment
of interest on loans to the Government ; 7 cents to advancement of the Nation's agriculture; 6 cents to veterans·
programs ; 3 cents to international programs; 2 cents to
space research and technology; and 14 cents to all other
Government projects of health, education, housing and
community development, commerce and transportation,
natural resources, and administration.
The Internal Revenue Service now has entered its second
century of operation, and its second half century of administering the income tax law. As in the past 100 years,
(Continued on Page 9)
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Language Arts Here To Stay
By FREDDIE H. SEWELL
Booker T. Wa shington Elementary School
Midland, Texas

Long before Sputnik and John Glenn's famous flight
into orbit the Language Arts were failing fast in our
American schools in spite of the fact that many large
: ities established special committees to investigate this
problem that seriously threatened our nation.
Scienti fic evidence made it impossible for the Language Arts to continue to ignore its inability to produce
new language for our children to be able to read, interpret
and spell certain words in communication with others.
The language Arts had to be re-evaluated beginning
with the primary grades throughout the school curriculum. It was discovered that the language-experience
approach to reading was the most suitable in the instructional program and relating to everyday life situations. language-experience is a method which brings
reading and other communication skills together. In this
approach there is no way to distinguish between the
subject areas and other language activities. The beauty
of this development of language skills makes possible
the use and continuing use of each child's own experience and critical thinking which is being developed
toward maturity.
The language-experience method uses the child's own
language and thoughts as a basis for skill development.
With repeated opportunities for creating stories and for
writing stories, children begin to develop vocabularies
suitable for all subjects and are able in a short time to
become independent while at the same time extend their
writing vocabularies. Soon each pupil's ability to express
his ideas in writing is limite~ only by his ability to create
ideas.
Books play an important part throughout the languageexperience program. 1bey are used continuously to enrich the backgrounds of the pupils. As they continue to
experience new difficulties in reading and writing new
material they soon discover that books are a source for
spelling their "writing" words as well as a source of
ideas. When a child, through writing and reading, has
mastered the necessary basic sight vocabulary, the use
of all kinds of reading material is necessary for the
child to get a balanced program of reading, but the use
of self-expression abilities is just as necessary for the
child to develop his thinking power. By combining the
two, children live and learn in an environment of real
language experiences where there is no attempt to make
clear-cut distinctions between such facets of communication as reading, writing, speaking and listening.
In teaching a pupil a method such as the languageexperience approach, many common goals should be
the criteria of the teachers. To achieve these common
goals there should be a plan for developing a basic sight
10

vocabulary and competence in using a variety of word
recognition skills, for integrating the various communication skills and for developing a genuine desire to
read. Basic sight vocabulary is developed on an individual basis-from oral language to written language.
This means recognition of words of high frequency in
our langauge as a result of repetition. Each child gradually
gains a personally tailored sight vocabulary.
The control of vocabulary in early grades or early
stages of reading is an individual matter. However, the
ceilings should be lifted for all other children.
It must be remembered that basic sight vocabulary is
developed through carefully prepared materials which
introduce words gradually and which repeat each word
a sufficient number of times for most children to recognize them at sight. Each child is introduced to the same
basic sight words, but not necessarily at the same rate.
Teachers, supervisors and administrators who work
with the language-experience approach to reading instruction -establish a pattern of thinking-a conceptual
framework-which guides them in the selection of activities, experiences, materials and evaluation. This conceptual framework helps to •establish goals for teaching
which interrelate reading instruction with instruction
in other communication skills.
In the language-experience approach, reading instruction is broadened to include related forms of communication. By having the child learn to read in a setting
of language ·experiences, it is hoped that certain fundamental ideas will evolve about the meaning of reading
in both school and out-of-school experiences.
We at Booker T. Washington Elementary School,
Midland, Texas believe by using this method (language.experience approach) we have climbed several rungs of
the ladder to abolish our problem.

Income Taxits purpose is to administer internal tax measures passed
by Congress and signed into law by the President.
In commemoration of its Centennial year, the Service
prepared a brief history of its operations and the U.S. tax
system since 1862. It is illustrated with photographs of
historic documents and modern activities of the Service,
and includes a complete tabulation of tax collection and
population figures up through 1962. The booklet, titled
"Income Taxes 1862-1962," may be obtained through the
Government Printing Office, Washington D.C., 20401,
for 35 cents a copy.
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National Library
Week April 12-18
Reading difficulties have been
cited time after time as a major
reason students quit school. If dropouts for the most part knew how
to read well enough, they would be
able to get something interesting out
of their school work, school itself
would become fascinating, and the
students would wind up devouring
knowledge.
Tbat's the theory. But with the
manifold attacks on reading problems, suppose we went a step further.
Even if the students could read well
enough . . . what then?

•

Well, the fact js, says the Ame·rican Library Association, both school
and public libraries are in pretty sad
shape.
Nearly half of our public schools
have no school librari-es. Over half of
our citizens have only inadequate
public library service.
For the last six years, in an attempt to bring the facts on libraries
before the public, the National Book
Committee, Inc., in cooperation with
the American Library Association,
has sponsored the National Library
Week program.
In 1964 the National Library
Week observance, April 12-18, will
be themed to "Reading is the Key."
Subthemes are "Reading is the Key
to Opportunity," "Reading is the
Key to New Worlds" and "Reading
is the Key to Understanding."

•

The National Library Week sponsors have planned a $1 School Kit
to help classroom teachers plan
NL W-related activities and programs. Contents include a wide
range of display materials, as well
as printed guides for programs, information on school library development, aid for teachers, reprints, etc.
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Social Security
-A 1964 High
Most Americans are now insured
under the largest insurance system
in the world. At the beginning of
1964, more than 9 out of 10 working
Americans were covered by the Federal Social Security system of OldAge, Survivors, and Disability insurance.
Providing not only the more wellknown old-age benefits to retired
workers aged 62 and over, the system also provides family protection
in the event of a worker's death at
any age. Also provided is protection
to the worker and his family in the
event of his becoming too disabled
to work. Payments under this program now range from $32.00 to
$127.00 a month for a single person
and up to $254.00 a month for a
family group. The exact amount is
determined from (1) the worker's
average earnings under social security and (2) the number of dependents eligible on the worker's social
security account.
At the present time, more than 19
million Americans are receiving
more than one and one-quarter billion dollars a month under this vast
social insurance system.

Quiel< I• Easy I• Private I
Any amount from $50 to S300-lf you need moru,y
quick-ut out and mail this ad for complete free
derails. Completely conridrntial. No co-sicn..-s, no
rndoners. Friends, merchants, school boud will not
know you a:,ply for a loan. You can make this loan in
the princy or your home av MAIL on your sicnature
only. Repay in com·enient montbly payments, no payments on principal durinc summer ncation. Cut out
and mall this ad today ror full details in plain ennlope.
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The Teacher Placement Se rvice of
the Texas Employment Commission
will soon complete its second year
of service .
Working through the TEC local
offices throughout the state, it has
been successful in helping teachers
to locate positions from the primary
grade level to college.
Beginning in the spring of 1962,
the Teacher Placement Service has
served as a clearinghouse for both
applications from teachers and position vacancies from school officials.
The program is the first of this
type ever offered by the Commission.
It is a part of an effort to improve
service to the professional groups.
Before adopting the- program,
TEC determined that no complete
statewide placement service was
available to teachers and school officials. Services available to Texas
teachers consisted primarily of the
registration services offered by the
Texas Teacher Associations and individual colleges .
The Service has alleviated much
of the problem of communication
and contact by operating from a
centralized unit. All requests for
teachers and applications from teachers are channeled into this central
unit for processing. Placement personnel screen available teacher applicants against each order received in
an effort to find teachers most nearly
meeting the needs announced by the
various school administrators.
The placement service operates on
a confidential basis. While there is
no desire to disturb existing hiring
arrangements, it is sincerely hoped
this program will be a valuable supplement to those personnel resources
now available to the Texas schools.
Administrators s-e eking teachers
may submit their requirements either
through a local TEC office or direct
to the Texas Employment Commission, Teacher Placement Service,
Austin , Texas.
Teachers seeking pos1t10ns may
register at any of the local TEC
offices or may write to the state
office.

ATA Textbook Commission Appointed
The American Teachers Association's Textbook Review Commission
said that there is an appalling need
for the proper treatment of minority
groups in textbooks used in the nation's classrooms today.
Meeting in Washington, D.C. the
twenty-one member commission, recently appointed by AT A president,
Dr. J. Rupert Picott of Richmond,
Va., issued the following statement:
"We hope to help to effect the improvement of textbooks used in this
country on all levels so far as handling the treatment of Negro life
and culture where quality and quantity of materials on the Negro minority are concerned."
According to studies presented by
the various members of the commission, facts reveal that textbooks say
little or nothing at all of the existence and contributions o f fr e e
Negroes in the pre-1861 era, as well
as no mention at all of the Negro
slaves' contribution to the growth of
the United States. "And they make
no mention at all of the resistance
of the Negroes to their enslavement," a spokesman said.
The commission, with representatives from three states,-North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginiaalso pointed out that the texts used
in the classrooms around the country, particularly around the South,
do not mention the Negroes who
participated in the abolitionist movement ; the Negroes who fought as
soldiers and sailors in the Revolutionary War, the War of 1812, the
Civil War, and all of the nation 's
wars in the years that have followed,
and no mention of the contributions
of the Afro-American scholars, artists, etc., other than the popular ente rtainers.
"We seek the inclusion of Negro
life in America's textbooks, and we
ask that it be integrated along with
other facts concerning American
life," a member of the commission
stated.
H. A. Marshall of Norfolk, presiding chairman of the commission,
said that the work of this commission will be continued at subsequent
meetings and that members of the
12

commission from the various states
will appear before their respective
state boards of education and general
legislatures in the various southern
states where nothing is being done
to seek the proper inclusion of the
minority groups in all texts used in
the classrooms of our schools.
Based on the ·examinations of textbooks and studies of the treatment
of Negroes in textbooks, the commission proposed the following recommendations:
• Urge that credit be given to
Negroes who held with dignity,
positions in government, education,
industry, etc., during the Reconstruction period and afterwards.
• That the ATA urge greater inclusion of Negro news and achievements in the publications of the
state departments of education.
• That the ATA endeavor to discover and recommend to publishers
persons who are qualified to serve
as consultants and writers in preparation of textbooks.
• That existing textbooks be studied so that distortions or misrepresentations in material on the Negro
might be pointed out and eliminated.
• Urge the use of illustrations and
photographs that will help to de-

•

stroy the myths that have created
stereotypes about the Negro.
• That the AT A make known the
existence of the defects pointed out
by the Textbook Review Commission
to textbook publishers, textbook selection committees, its own membership and other strategically situated
persons.
e That the A TA publicize the
many books and materials on Negro
life and history already compiled by
the Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History (ASNLH).
• That each state represented at
the meeting supply the commission
with a list of their state's adopted
textbooks that do and do not portray
the role of the Negro in its true
light, citing instances of valuable
and destructive materials.
• Since reference boks must supplement the textbooks, we urge the
publishers of reference books to do
be sure that the contributions of
Negroes be made more comprehensive and to include all phases of
Negro life in its proper prospectus
to American cultur-e.
• That the Textbok Review
Commission point out specific omissions and make comparisons between
the texts adopted by the southern
states.

1
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ATA'S TEXTBOOK REVIEW COMMISSION: Members of the recently-named American
Teachers Association's Textbok Review Commission are shown here with ATA officials.
SEATED, from left to right, are Dr. Edward Brice of the U.S. Office of Education, Washington, D.C.; Dr. Goldie Nicholas, Petersburg, Va.; Dr. Walter N. Ridley, Elizabeth
City, N.C.; Mrs. Sallye T. Coleman, Roanoke, Va.; Dr. J. R. Picott, Richmond, Va.;
H. A. Marshall, Norfolk, Va.; Mrs. Irma B. Blackwell ,Charlotte Court House, Va.; Miss
E. M. Craft, Columbia, S.C.; D. Earl E. Thorpe, Durham, N.C.; and Mrs. Irma
B. Thompson, Newport News, Va. STANDING are Mrs. W. Bradley Jones, Portsmouth, Va.;
Joseph C. Duncan, Yanceyville, N.C.; George W. Jones, Birmingham, Ala.; Dr. J. T.
Brooks, Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. Rosena J. Willis, Richmond, Va.; Gerald L. Underwood, Durham,
N.C.; Bowen Wakefield, Anderson, S.C.; Mrs. Mabel R. McKissick, Union, S.C.; Dr. George
W. Brooks, Orangeborg, S.C.; Mrs. Anna D. Reuben, Sumter, S.C.; and E. J. Bonaparie,
Darlington, S.C.
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Teachers Salaries Up

•
CONVENTION PANORAMA-The Space Needle marks the site
of the 1964 convention of the National Education Association at
Seattle, Washington. Mt. Rainier overlooks the scene while the
towers of Seattle arise on the left.

NEA Convention

•

Delegates will be able to get a new perspective on the
NEA convention in Seattle this year.
All they have to do is visit the 607-foot steel-and-glass
Space Needle left over from Seattle's Century 21 Exposition in 1962.
From the Needle's observation deck, or from its revolving glass-enclosed restaurant, delegates can look down
on the Seattle Convention Center where the NEA Convention will take place.
The Convention Center is located one and one-half
miles from downtown Seattle and is easily reached by
another Exposition attraction, the four-car monorail system.
The convention itself, from Sunday, June 28, to Friday,
July 3, will feature addresses by William G. Carr, NEA
executive secretary, and Robert H. Wyatt, NEA president.
Dr. Carr will present the annual report to the first
General Assembly at 7:30 p.m. Sunday, June 28. Wyatt
will address the third General Assembly on Wednesday.
Nominations of NEA officers will be made Tuesday
morning; elections will be held Friday, July 3.
Other events scheduled for the convention are:
• Orientation for delegation leaders, June 28.
• NEA department meetings are scheduled starting
Monday, June 29, and during the afternoon on Wednesday, July 1.
• A convention workshop will be held Thursday, July
2, at the Olympic Hotel to study problems of affiliation
and representation for the Annual Meeting.
• Classroo'm Teacher night is scheduled for Tuesday,
June 30.
• Friendship night will be Thursday, July 2.
• Reception for the NEA president will be Wednesday,
July 1, following the evening meeting.

•

• Notables Dinner, Thursday, July 2, at 6 :00 p.m.
• School Bell Awards, Wednesday evening, July 1, at
the General Assembly.
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Salaries for public school teachers in the 50 states and
the District of Columbia will ave rage $5,963 for the
1963-64 school year- or $231 more than last year.
This estimate, for public elementary and secondary
schools only, was made by the Research Division of the
National Education Association in its new Estimates of
School Statistics, 1963-64. The report is the 22nd of a
series issued annually by NEA.
The estimated average pay for all classroom teachers
represents a four per cent rise over the 1962-63 figure of
$5,732.
The five states with the highest av,erage salaries for
teachers are:
I. Alaska, with an average of $8,150 this year-up
$713 from the 1962-63 average of $7,437. However, this
year's figure represents only about $6,113 in buying
power, because prices there are generally higher than
in other states.
2. California's average is $7,375 - up $327 from
$7,048.
3. New York's $7,200 is up $180 from $7,020.
4. Connecticut's rise is $312-from $6,463 to $6,775.
5. Illinois averages $6,645-up $285 from $6,360.
By areas, states of the Far West lead, followed by
the Mideastern, Great Lakes, New England, Rocky
Mountain, Southwest, Plains, and Southeast states.
Other estimates from the 1963-64 NEA report:
• Pupil en rollment in public elementary and secondary schools-up 3.4 per cent to 41,757,665, or 1,367,616
above last year.
• Cost per pupil on the basis of average daily attendance-up 5.1 per cent to $455 annually.
• Classroom teachers-up 4.1 per cent to 1,574,818.
•

Operating school districts-27,517, down 1,213.

• Nonoperating school districts-3,802, down 288.
• High school graduates-1,947,318, up 12.4 per cent.
• Total income of the public schools-up 6.3 per cent
from $21,700,050,000.
• Total expenditures-up 7.4 per cent to $21,201,199,000. This includes capital outlays of $3,211,735,000,
up 2.6 per cent, and $678,837,000 for inter,est on school
debt, up 8.3 per cent.

Denver Salary Raises
The Denver board of education in December adopted
a 1964-65 salary schedule which gives teachers increases
ranging from $200 to $715.
The salary increases come on top of salary gains of $450
to $725 already in effect and push Denver's top teachers'
salaries to more than $10,000.
The new increase is the result of the Denver Classroom
Teachers' Association. OCTA was recognized a year ago
as the exclus'ive negotiating group for all Denver teachers.
13

Bishop College Offers Transition Courses
Bishop CoJlege of D allas plans to offer Summer
Courses that will aid high school grad uates in making
the transition into college.
The plan offers a ten-year program to up-grade the
education of Negro high school students. Bishop President Dr. Milton K. Curry, Jr. said the plan is based
on results of an intensive study which proves conclusiyely "how ridiculous is the fallacy of separate but equal
educational facilities for Negroes.''
Dr. Curry explained that he hopes to aim the program not only at Bishop's incoming freshmen , but also
at their high school teachers.
"We are deeply concerned about the very low scores
that our incoming freshmen are making on their entrance
examinati on," Dr. Curry said. "This is true to a greater
or lesser extent, of every college in the south similar to
ours. Although so me of them were valedictorian or
salutatorian of their graduating class in high school,
it's obvious that most of them are not prepared for
college work."
A second Bishop official estimated that 95 per cent
of this year's freshman class at Bishop was inadequately
prepared.
Dr. Curry said that Bishop will attempt to establish
a remedial summer school on campus to help incoming
freshmen "bone up" on academic subjects-especially
English and mathematics.
"We have already begun planning to start on an ex-

perimental basis this summer. Our executive committee
and board of trustees have voted to begin 12-week summer school sessions in 1965 and continue them for 10
years, provided we can secure the necessary financing
for the plan," Dr. Curry commented.
He added that the pilot remedial session will be held
this summer for a six-week period thanks to a pledge
of funds from a representative of Zale Foundation.
Morris Zale, a member of the foundation's board of
trustees, has informed Bishop officials that the foundation will pay for room and board of all students who
participate in the first remedial session.
"As far as the teachers are concerned, we hope to see
an improvement in what they're doing," Dr. Curry said.
"Financing of inservice training programs for the Negro
teachers of the state, we feel, is a responsibility of the
various states.
The Bishop president said that he was basing the
two-point plan on recommendations formulated by Dr.
G. P. Cuttino, an Emory University faculty member who
has been serving for the past eight months as a curriculum consultant to the Dallas based college.
Dr. Cuttino made the final report on his findings at
a recent meeting of the college's executive committee
and board of trustees.
He said in his report that Texas elementary and secondary schools are providing Negro students with
"shockingly inadequate preparation".

•

•

Teacher Salaries Still Below Others
Education at all levels is perhaps
the fastest growing public enterpris,e
in America.
But it is faci ng a salary battle in
the manpower market for fully-prepared teachers to staff its college
classrooms. Shortages in some fields
of higher education have been a matter of concern for a decade, but a
report by the National Education
Association's Research Division says
evidence is clear that reJi.ef is not in
sight.
The report, Salaries Paid and Salary
Practices in Universities, Colleges, and
f imior Colleges, 1963-64" shows that
the median salary paid by universities and colleges in 1963-64 to teachers of all ranks for the nine-month
school year is $8,163.
"This figure," says Dr. Ray C.
Maul, who directed the study, "does
not compar·e favorably with earnings
in other professions which require a
similar investment in education."
The median salary, he says, has
increased 6.2 percent over 1962-63.
" It is encouraging,'' he says, "but
our study shows that relief from the
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many shortages in colleges and universities cannot be foreseen. "
The NEA study reported salaries
in these ranks:
• The median for professors is
$11,312.
• For associate profeessors the
median is $8,969.
• For assistant professors the median is $7,539.
• For assistant instructors the median is $6,114.
Figures in the report reveal that
collegiate salaries for women are
much lower than those for men. The
median salary for women teachers of
all ranks in universities and colleges
is $6,940 (for men 8,342) . Women
professors receive a med_ian salary of
$9,787 (men, $11,240); women associate professors receive $8,229
(men, $8,998); women assistant professors receive $7,021 (men, $7,573);
and women instructors receive
$5,802 (men, $6,209).
The median salary for university
and college presidents, reported by

the study, is $17,330. Presidents of
large public universities receive from
$18,500 to $45,000-a median salary
of $27,250. Small public university
presidents receive from $14,000 to
$27,500-a median of $21 ,582. In
large non-public universities the reported range 1s from $22,000 to
$45,000-a median of $34,500.
For presidents of large non-public
colleges presidents receive salaries
ranging from less than $6,500 to
$35,000-a median of $12,154.
Salaries of presidents in public
colleges range from $26,000 down to
~10,Q.00, with a median of $17,000.
The NEA report says that in small
non-public colleges, 40 presidents
receive an annual salary of less fhan
$10,000.
Tbe NEA report is the sixth of
two alternating biennial studies. One,
in the spring of the odd-numbered
years, explores the problems of staffing the universities, colleges, and
junior colleges. The other, in the
spring of even-number-ed years, publishes the salary structures. The last
salary study was completed in 1962.
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Two More School Years Proposed

•

•

American youngsters need two more years of free public
education aimed at intellectual growth after they graduate
from high school.
That was the statement by the Educational Policies
Commission (EPC), an organization jointly sponsored by
the National Education Association and the American
Association of School Administrators.
In a new publication, Univet"Sal Opportunity for Education Beyond the · High School, the EPC says that the
goal of individual freedom requires a much greater ability
to think and a much greater understanding of self and
the world than may be commonly assumed.
And, the commission says, a high school education alone
is not enough to produce these ends. They call for maturity beyond adolescence and education at a higher level
than can be attained in most high schools.
Two more years of free public education could capitalize on students' emerging maturity, the report says. "Many
four-year colleges today devote the first two years of their
program to general education with specialized education
initiated in the third year. Junior colleges offer two years
of general education to students who then leave school or
turn to specialized study. In this two-year period, many
students advance significantly toward awareness of self
and the world," and, says the commission, the education
offered at this time must be designed to enable students
to think, to develop a "rational grasp" of their own lives .
Less than two years of additional .education beyond the
high school, says the report, would not be enough. It
would take at least two years, the report says, for the thirst
for intellectual growth to become self-generating within
most students.

As to curriculum in the two-year program, the report
says:
"No subject or group of subjects guarantees the development of the ability to think." The commission suggests
that the teaching of all subjects be designed "to develop
the tendency and ability to define problems as well as to
solve them, to relate a fact or idea to others in new and
significant ways," and "to apply specialized knowledge
to more general situations.''
Study of disciplines can contribute to self-awareness and
knowledge of the world, but some students are ill-equipped
for such study. For them, it may be necessary to offer
vocational subjects. Otherwise they would drop out of
college, finding no meaning in an academic curriculum.
But, the commission warns, learning a job skill may be
self-defeating: "In an accelerating technology, almost any
specific skill is apt to become obsolescent.
"The education which is most useful equips one to
attack complex new problems and to acquire complex new
skills throughout a lifetime. The old struggle between
practical and liberal education is less significant as the
ability for abstract thinking becomes the key to both . . ."
The commission reports that the ability of college students to progress toward independent and self-motivated
thinking depends in large part on their earlier schooling.
One of the most important steps a college can take to
improve its own program, the commission says, is to help
the elementary and secondary schools to improve their
capabilities.
The two-year colleges, it advises, should not be selective
in admitting students and should exist everywhere possible. They should expand their range beyond their immediate environs through radio, television, self-teaching
devices, extension programs and correspondence courses.

Schools Abroad Need Teachers

t

The recruitment of greater numbers of highly experienced teachers for service in American-sponsored overseas
schools is the purpose of a project currently being developed by the International Schools Services of New York
and Washington in cooperation with the Department of
State.
"There are some 160 American-sponsored, parent-cooperative schools in Asia, Africa, Europe and Latin
America," said Dr. John J. Brooks, President of International Schools Services. "More than 25,000 children of
American citizens who move forward our program of
dipolmacy, technical aid, and industry depend on these
schools for elementary and secondary education. The recruitment of able, well-qualified teachers for the schools
continues to be a major problem."
Dr. Brooks pointed out further that the quality of these
schools, which in most cases enroll host country children
and those of other nationalities as well as Americans, has
great impact on the overseas image of U.S. culture and
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its institutions.
Because of the importance of the overseas schools in
these and other roles, the State Department has asked ISS,
a non-profiit educational agency, to develop a le:ive-ofabsence plan with key public and private schools throu h
which numbers of master teachers can spend 1 year in
foreign travel, and in learning and teaching abroad with
full protection of tenure, seniority, pension and salary
rights, and at no additional cost to them.
The leave-of-absence plan will not only improve the
quality of the educational program in overseas schools,
but will act also to improve the teaching and learning
of world geography, history, and international understanding when the teacher returns to his home school after
foreign service.
School officials and teachers who are interested in this
program should write to Dr. Phyllis Warren at the International Schools Services, 147 East 50th Street, New York
City 10022.
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THE NEGLECTED SUBJECT
By SADIE L. PHILLIPS
Clemons High School
Neches, Texas

Although "economics" began to be
used to describe a curriculum subject
in 1900 it has never been widely accepted as a required course offering
in the secondary schools. It was
Howard L. Hurwitz, co-author with
Frederick Shaw, of Economics in a
Free Society who said, "If there is
one social science that has taken a
beating in our schools, it is economics."
Five to ten percent of our secondary
school students have never taken a
single course in economics. Teaching
of economics or lack of it, has been
blamed for the economic illiteracy of
the American people. In the NEA
Journal April 1957 an observer reported: "The American economy is
the eighth wonder of the world. The
ninth wonder is the economic ignorance of the American people."
Economic teachers suffer from poor
preparation of social science teachers.
Only 16 of the 50 states require even
an elementary course in economics for
certification to teach high school social studies. A little more than half
of the social studies teachers in the
nation have never had as much as
a single college course in economics.

Economics teachers have also been
handicapped by economics textbooks.
In some texts watering down has
washed out economic content.
Dr. John R. Coleman, TV's first
economics professor, called attention
to the fact that economics has often
appeared to be too mysterious and too
difficult. We have made it seem difficult and even dull. We have frightened people away from economics.
The National Task Force on Economic Education sets forth four major
stages in economic analysis. They are:
1. Indicate clearly the issues that
are raised.
2. Identify the objectives. Give
them rough order of priority.
3. Look for the principal alternate
ways of attaining these objectives ..
4. Analyze the consequences of
choosing each possible line of
action.
The Task Force calls for more economics teaching at all levels in the
schools. It wants economics to enter
the curriculum at as many points as
possible especially in social studies
and business education. Children even
at the beginning of the first grade,

•
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can see the great contours of the economic world.
A surer approach to economic literacy can be built by better prepared
economics teachers in a required economics course at the 12th year. In
this way we might hope to cap the
revolution in economics teaching which
is under way.
How does one know if he is doing
a good job if the job itself is vague
or unclear? Currently, evaluation in
social studies education needs to be
more precise, more rigorous, less sentimental. This can be achieved only
when the basic purposes of social studies become more precise and more
clearly de.fined in terms of the difference that social studies education is
supposed to make in the way pupils
in a democratic society live.

Askew Honored
J. W. Askew of Clark High School, Ladonia, Texas
was honored Dec. 1, with an appreciation program held
in the school auditorium.
Gratitude was expressed "to one who has devoted
nineteen years of faithful service to the molding of so
many lives at Clark High School."
The program consisted of a song of recognition, scripture and prayer by a local minister, Rev. L. M. Green.
Introducing the speaker was H. G. Champion of Norris
H igh School, Commerce. Roy L. Watson, Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma was guest speaker. "Looking Back on
H is Life" was presented by A. T. Solomon of Clark High
School.
Clark High Chorus consisted of faculty members
Thyria Cooksie, Ruth Martin, Essie Mae Adams, Linnie
Timms Wright, Kenneth Herron and A. T. Solomon.
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J. W. ASKEW

Professor Askew's wife, Idonia K. Askew, shared the
exciting experience. She is instructor of science at Clark
High School.
Professor Askew is a graduate of Texas College,
Tyler, received his M Ed. from Texas College and additional study at Southeastern State College, Durant,
Oklahoma.
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Texa.s Salaries Above Average

Bradley
Declared

•

1st VP
C. 0. Bradley, principal of F. W. Gross High School,
Victoria, has been named First Vice President of TSAT.
President C. A. Thomas, TSAT, made the ruling on
January 24, 1964 in order that ballots would not be
circulated on January 31, the deadline for mailing election ballots. The full text of the ruling is a follows:
"As a result of a poll among executive board members
regarding the distribution of election ballots to all members of the association, the majority indicated that the
ballot should not be distributed to all TSAT members.
My decision regarding the circulation of ballots is based,
first, upon the majority opinion of the executive board,
and second, upon the following three items in our constitution:

•

I. Article II, Section 5 (a} of the By-laws state: "Only persons
nominated in accordance with procedures contained in this Constitution and By-laws shall be elected to office. Write-in ballots
shall not be counted as valid in any election." (page 9)
2. In an election, under no circumstances does one vote
against a candidate; you must vote for the candidate of your
choice. If there is only one cand·i date and he is not your choice,
you have the privilege of abstaining; not the privilege of voting
against the only candidate named.
3. Because the Constitution and By-laws specifically prohibit
write-in voting, the cost of printing, mailing and tabulating ballots
for the 1964 election would be a needless expense of at least

A survey of teacher salaries in key cities throughout
the State of Texas shows an average above that reported
for the entire nation by the National Education Agency.
Reports from 22 larger schools in Texas shows an average teacher salary of more than $6,800. The average
reported by NEA in 50 states was $5,963 for the 1963-64
school year.
Teacher salaries were up only slightly in the Lone Star
State, over the previous year.
Here are the figures reported for teachers and school
principals for the 1963-64 school year.
Maximum
Principals Salaries
Classroom
Sr.Hi.
Elem.
Teachers
Jr. Hi.
Dallas
$7,000
$10,150 $10,650 $11,750
Houston
El Paso
Fort Worth
San Antonio
Amarillo
Austin
Corpus Christi
Lubbock
Beaumont

10,450
10,755
9,383
10,907

10,950
10,976
11,374

12,000
11,640
11,136
12,039

8,885

9,325

10,150

8,570
9,170
9,340
9,790
10,450
8,344
8,744
8,800
9,100

9,452
10,052
9,740
10,190
11,000
8,988
9,388
9,400
9,700

6,800

9,154

9,969

6,075
6,710
7,010
6,632
6,375

8,910
8,888
9,188
9,290
8,320

8,910
9,902
10,202
10,150
9,746

8,910
11,551
11,851
12,640
11,886

7,650

8,179

8.)179

9,979

7,300
7,150
7,000
6,660
7,454
6,750
6,900
6,600
7,425
6,715
7,000
6,700
7,100
6,700

$1 ,000.00

To certify the one candidate who has fulfilled all the
requirements of the constitution without circulating
ballots to all members of the association would be a
saving of at least $1,000.00. I feel that this is the proper procedure for handling this matter. Based on this
ruling, Mr. C. 0. Bradley will become vice president
as soon as the ballots of the executive committee have
been officially certified."
There were no qualified candidates for the off ice of
second Vice President and departmental secretary.
Hence, circulated ballots would have carried only one
name, C. 0. Bradley.

Ector County,
Odessa
Edgewood,
San Antonio
Pasadena
Spring Branch
San Angelo
Dallas,
Richardson

*
10,590
11,040
11,429
10,182
10,582
10,00C
10,300
11,019 ·

* Salaries being negotiated

Annual Convention
Anderson High
Teacher Honored

American Teachers
Association
Ii·

•

MAGGIE D. ROBERTSON, English
teacher at the Anderson High School of
Mart, Texas, was honored recently in a
special program for outstanding service.
Born in Robertson County, she attended
Prairie View College, Paul Quinn College
in Waco and Texas Southern in Houston.
She has taught 34 years.
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Atlanta, Georgia

.I

July 26-28, 1964

j

Local Units are urged to

.ii

ll l

affiliate and sen.d. delegates

MRS. MAGGIE 0. ROBERTSON
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NAMES and NEWS
PTA Life Member

• •

Anderson High, Mart
Announces New
Faculty Members

Malinda Austin
Heads Committee
MRS. ROBERTA Q. MAYS

Roberta Queenan Mays of Dallas
has been made a life member of the
National Parent-Teachers Association.
She was awarded a certificate and
"life membership" pin during the recent Founder's Day Program of the
Parent-Teachers Association Council
at the B. T. Washington High School
in Dallas. In addition, she was honored for outstanding service to the
Parent-Teachers Association in the
Dallas Public Schools. The awards
were presented by Artherene Thomas,
president of the Charles Rice School
P-TA.
Mrs. Mays, a teacher at Charles
Rice Elementary School, was born in
Dallas and completed her elementary
and high school education there. She
received a BS degree in education
from Prairie View A&M and did additional study at Texas Southern University. She has been in the teaching
profession 33 years.
While teaching in Dallas public
schools, she and her husband, Bennie
L. Mays, found time to visit the West
Coast, Mexico, and Canada.
She is a member of the North Texas Teachers Association, Dallas Teachers Alliance, Teachers State Association of Texas, Association of Childhood Education, Teachers Council,
Association of Childhood Education
International.
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MRS. EVELYN HAMILTON

JAMES JONES
NEW TEACHERS at Anderson High School,
Mart are: Miss Evelyn Hamilton, eighth
grade English teacher (above), and James
Jones, bookkeeping and typing teacher
(above). New teachers not shown are
Felton Sayles, band master, and Wanda N.
Garrett, special education teacher.

Malinda V. Austin, Waco, has
been named chairman of the Local
Project Recognition Program Committee of the Department of Classroom Teachers of TSAT.
Miss Austin is a first grade teacher
in the Oakwood Elementary School
in Waco. She is immediate past
president of the Waco Classroom
Teachers Association and serves as
chairman of the advisory board and
school representative. She is a member of NSPRA-NEA's public relations association-and district committee member for awards and citations.
Malinda is currently serving as
school representative for the Teach•ers' Credit Union, and is program
committee chairman for ACE.
Her participation in community
activities is just as ·extensive. She is
president of the Waco Alumnae
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority; she is chairman of the Constitution _ Committee for Progressive
Community Council; Malinda is
chairman of the educational committee of the Second Baptist Church
of Waco. She is active in YMCA
work, the Camp Fire Girls and the
Cub Scouts.
Her professional training includes
studies at Paul Quinn College, Samuel Huston College, Chicago University, Columbia University where
she obtained a MA degree, and
Prairie View College's extension
program.
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Ribicoff Proposes Tax Bill Amendment
I

I

•

•

The Senate Finance Committee is now considering
Tax Bill HR 8363 which the house passed last session.
The Committee has discussed and tentatively approved
several provisions in the bill which are of interest to
the Council. Of most interest at the moment is an
amendment proposed by Senator Ribicoff.
The bill reduces the maximum retirement income tax
credit by 5 percent. Currently, the maximum tax credit
is 20 percent of $1,524. The 20 percent is taken from
the tax rate on the first $2,000 of income. Since the
bill reduces tax rates, some reduction was necessary.
However, instead of continuing to relate the percentage
of $1,524 to the lowest tax rate, "15 percent" has been
inserted in the bill. The Senate Finance Committee has
tentatively approved this provision.
Senator Ribocoff has introduced an amendment (No.
381) to the tax bill to provide that married couples who
file joint returns are eligible for an additional one-half
of the tax credit. This would make the maximum tax
credit 15 percent of 2,286 ($1,524 plus $762).
The amendment is to conform the tax credit to
social security. The purpose of the tax credit, as you
know, is to equalize taxes between those who receive
tax-free social security benefits and those who do not.
Until now, those who did not receive social security
benefits did not have the benefit of the additional onehalf for a wife, as is provided in benefits under social
security. The amendment seeks to remedy this.

Limitation On Retirement Income
(a) INCREASE IN LIMITATION IN CASE OF CERTAIN MAR RIED COUPLES. -Section 37 (d) {relating to limitation on retirement ·income) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new sentence : "In the case of a joint return of a husband
and wife, if the sum of the retirement income and the amount
described in paragraph (I) of this subsection received by either
spouse d uring the taxable year is less than $762, the $1,524 amount

referred to in the pre ceding sentence sha ll , with respect t o t he
othe r spouse, be increased by an amo unt equa l to the am ount
by which such sum is less than $762."
(b) EFFECTIVE DATE.-T he amendment made by su bsection
(a) shal l app ly to taxab le years beg·innin g after December 31, 1963.

Sick Pay Exclusion
This is of interest because of rulings applying the sick
leave exclusion (up to $100 per week under certain
circumstances) to disability benefits. The bill provides
that beginning in 1964, no sick pay exclusion is applicable until after a 30-day waiting period, whether the
taxpayer is hospitalized or not. The Senate Finance
Committee has tentatively approved this provision.
After 1964, all or part of the gain on the sale of a
residence of taxpayers 65 and older may be tax-free. To
be eligible the taxpayer must have used the house as his
principal residence for at least five of the eight years before the sale.
If the adjusted sale price of the residence is $20,000
or less, the entire gain is tax-free. If the price is over
$20,000, the gain is tax-free in the ratio that $20,000 is
to the price. This procedure can be used only once. The
Senate Finance Committee has tentatively approved this
provision.
Those who are interested in the probable costs of the
King-Anderson bill (HR 3920; S 880) providing medicare under social security should secure the publication
listed below. The publication describes the bill and includes cost estimates for the various benefits. Order from
the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Single copy free.
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Social Security Administration, Division of the Actuary. Actuarial Cost Estimates for Hospital Insurance
Bill. Actuarial Study No. 57. Washington, D.C.: the
Department, July 1963. 33p.

Retired Teachers Organize
Retired teachers of Washington County organized a local
chapter January 13. The organization meeting was held
in Brenham at the home of Mrs. Bessie Cain White.
Reverend I. Q. Hurdle, state organizer of retired teachers, was instrumental in organizing the chapter, and
installed officers following the election.
Charter members of the Washington County Chapter
of Retired Teachers are: Mrs. V. M. H. Basey, Mrs. E.
Chatman, Mrs. Jessie B. Clay, Mrs. M. M. Duval, Mrs.
A. B. Estelle, Mrs. L. E. Lusk, Mrs. L. R. Simms, Mrs.
T. A. Smith, Mrs. Bessie Cain White, Mrs. Jerry Wilson,
Mrs. Bertina Randall, Mrs. P. A. Whiting.
In the January meeting adoption of the Constitution
and Bylaws was considered. Several projects were announced at the meeting. Alma S. Harris, State Secretary
of Retired Teachers, visited Brenham and conferred with
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the president.
The Washington County chapter of retired teachers is
welcomed to the growing family of retired teachers who
are organized for further contribution to education, as
well as for personal outcomes which result from association with colleagues and friends.
Officers of the Washington County Chapter of Retired
Teachers are: president, Mrs. A. B. I. Estelle; vice president, Mrs. V. M. Basey ; recording secretary, Mrs. M. M.
Duval; secretary, Mrs. P. A. Whiting; treasurer, Mrs. T.
A. Smith ; chaplain, Mrs. E. Chatham; parliamentarian,
Mrs. L. E. Lusk.
Committee chairmen are: welfare committee, Mrs. V.
M. H . Basey; yearbook committee, Mrs. M. M. Duval ;
public relations, Mrs. Jerry Wilson; music and social committee, Mrs. L. R. Simms and Mrs. B. C. White.
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NORTH TEXAS TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
THIRTIETH ANNUAL SESSION
APRIL 4, 1964
BISHOP COLLEGE GYMATORIUM
11

Education for the W odd of Work"

MORNING GENERAL SESSION
10:00 A.M.-11:30 A.M.
Presiding ............................................................................................................................._ _ _ _Juan T. Bennett
Music ................................................................................................... _ _ _ _ Lincoln High School Chorus
Mrs. Maurine Bailey, Director
Invocation........................................
···········································---- Dr. C. A. Hunter
Past or, Hope Presbyterian Church, Dallas, Texas
Music ................................... ···········································----···················Lincoln High School Chorus
Greetings.. - - - · · · · ················································---······································· Dr. M. K. Curry, Jr.
President, Bishop College, Dallas, Texas
Response......
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .....Mr. Clyde C. Champion
Past President NTT A
Introduction of Guest Speaker _ _ _ _ _ _ ......................................................Juan T. Bennett
President NTT A
Keynote Address........................................................ ---·························································· Dr. A. I. Thomas
Head of Department of Industrial Education
Prairie View A. & M. College, Prairie View, Texas
Music._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _ _ Lincoln High School Chorus
Reading of proposed Constitutional Amendments............................................. Mr. J. M. Jacquet
Reading of proposed Resolutions ...................· - - -

.............................Mr. W. B. Jones

Announcements & Recognitions.........................· - - - ---···························Juan T. Bennett
LUNCH BREAK
SPECIAL REPORT SESSION
I :00 P.M.-2 :30 P.M.
Presiding ..................................................·----··········································----····Juan T. Bennett
I. Laboratory Teaching Method s.... _ _ _
_ _ _ _ Mrs. Rosie M. Harris
I. M. Terrell High School-Fort Worth , Texas
2. The Teaching of Modern Math _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mr. Jim Bezdek
Mathematics Consultant-Fort Worth Public Schools
3. The Professional Teacher_ _ _ _· - - - - - - · ············· Dr. John H. Ward
Dean, Texas College, Tyler, Texas
AFTERNOON GENERAL SESSION
2:30 P.M.-4:30 P.M.
Presiding ...................................................................... - - -·- - - - - - - - -Mr. H. R. Powell
President Elect
A. Standing Committee Reports:
I. Necrology......•- - - - - ------···········Mrs. lzean F. Davidson
Chairman, Fort Worth, Texas
2. Membership.....
-------···································· ... Mr.Timothy Beckett
Chairman, Dallas, Texas
3. Education Progres:,......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mr. C. E. Jackson
Chairman, Wichita Falls, Texas
4. Constitutio,1.....- - - - - - - - - - -································ Mr. J. M. Jacquet
Chairman, Fort Worth, Texas
5. Resolutions.........._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Mr. W. B. Jones
Chairman
6. Delegate Assembly_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ _ _ Mr. H. L. King
Chairman, Fort Worth, Texas
Inc luding District Selections for Delegates to Delegate Assembly of T.S.A.T.

B.

C.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

Report of State Representative,.__ _ _ _ Mr. Ezra Carroll & Dr. C. F. Toles
Report of Executive Secretary....................- _ _ _ Mrs. Lucy M. McDonald Davis
Report of Treasurer
Mr. J. M. Jacquet
Report of Auditor.........Mr. G. A. Jones
Report of President _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ----·········Juan T. Bennett
Election of Officers
......................... Mr. H. R. Powell
Installation of Officers........................................................
.... Mr. R. L. Gregory, Jr.

Announcements
Ad journment
Executive Committee meets New President
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Group Guidance At
Anderson High
Group Guidance is playing a vital
role in the molding of basic personalities at Anderson High School in
Austin.
The main objective of the group
guidance program is the effecting of
positive changes in the personalities
of students. As recommended by a
special faculty committee, small
group discussion in the homeroom
are used in reaching the youngsters.
The National Forum Series is the
core around which the discussions
revolve.
The National Forum Series emphasize the year-by-year development
of five basic guidance areas:
1. Educational or school adjustment.
2. Personal-social or group adjustment.
3. Group life embracing the family and the crowd.
4. Boy - girl relations including
growth and courtesy.
5. Career planning surveying all
fields of work.
Since the program depends in a
large measure on the effectiveness of
the teacher, Anderson High School
has arranged for some outside help
through Dr. Royal Embree of the
department of educational psychology at the University of Texas and
with E. E. Kelly and members of the
NDEA Institute. The members of
this group are counselors from some
of the better schools all ·over the nation and will serve as resource persons to homeroom teachers, homeroom groups and combined groups.

Honor Schools
BRAZOS COUNTY
G. W. Carver School
Otha Byrd, Principal
Bryan
W ASHING110N COUNTY
B. W. Carver School
E. E. Simpson, Principal
Burton
WHARTON COUNTY
J. H. Speaker Eler,.entary School
L. W . McIntosh, Principal
Wharton
Wharton Training High School
C. W. Dawson, Principal
Wharton.

TEXAS ST AND ARD

•

•

•
IV A BELL KELLY

MAE DEAN FRANKLIN
JOAN ARRINGTON

Schedule of Events
Annual TSAT Convention
Thursday, October 22
1:00 P.M.
Meeting of Executive Committee
4:00 P. M.

•

Registration and Housing
6:00 P. M.
Delegation Meeting
(Local and District)
8:00 P. M.

Public Program
Friday, October 23
8:30 to 10:15 A. M.
First General Session
10:30 to 12:00 Noon
Special Interest Group Meetings
Standing Committee Meetings
Executive Board Meeting
12:00 to 1 :30 P. M.
Lunch
Past President's Luncheon
1 :30 to 5:00 P. M.
Second General Session
Annual Meeting of Delegate Assembly
7:00 P. M.
Annual Banquet - Department of Classroom
Teachers Association
8:30 P. M.
Entertainment (Local)

•

Saturday, October 24
9:00 A. M.
Third General Session
Guest Speaker
Install Officers
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New
Hilltop
Teachers

IOLA ALEXANDER

Four new teachers began the 1963-64 school term at
Hilltop Elementary School, Amarillo, Texas. The new
teachers are: Mrs. Iola M. Alexander, first grade; Mrs .
Joan Arrington, first grade; Mrs. Mae Dean Franklin,
first grade; Mrs. Iva Bell Kelly, third grade.
Mae Dean Franklin graduated from Carver High School,
Amarillo, Texas, in 1958 with highest honors. In 1963
she received the AB degree in elementary education from
West Texas State University, Canyon. She was assigned
to teach first grade at Hilltop Elementary School that
same year.
Iva Bell Kelly is a graduate of Prairie View College
and holds a Master's degree from Texas Southern University, Houston. Mrs. Kelly taught at Julia C. Hester
House Nursery School, Houston, Borger School System
at Borger, and North Heights Elementary School at Amarillo. She previously taught at Hilltop Elementary School
where she is now assigned to the third grade class.
Iola M. Alexander, a native Texan, has been assigned
to Hilltop Elementary School as a first grade teacher. She
is a graduate of Paul Quinn College, Waco and has done
advanced study at Prairie View College and Texas Southern University. Before coming to Hilltop School, Mrs.
Alexander taught at North Heights Elementary School
in Amarillo as well as other systems in the state.
Joan Arrington was employed in September, 1963 at
Hilltop Elementary School as a first grade teacher. Having
served as a Kindergarten teacher in the state of Alaska,
she comes to Hilltop well prepared, bringing new ideas
from the schools in Anchorage, Alaska. She is a graduate
from Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia, her
native state.
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Retired Waco
Teacher

Proposed Amendments
To TSAT Constitution
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES

•

WHEREAS, services which the Association renders for the benefit of
members and affiliate unit have been expanded in many areas; and
WHEREAS, cost of the expanded services exceed annual income of the
A sociation and has result·ed in deficits during the past five or more years;
and
WHEREAS, members of the Association desire that services be continued at the same level and expanded to meet new and unforeseen circumstances; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED: The annual membership dues of the Association
be increased from seven to ten dollars.
Respectfully submitted,
Executive Committee
Teachers State Association of Texas
C. A. Thomas, Chairman

RETIRED: Mrs. Timmoxena Furlow Arnold
retired in May of last year while serving
as teacher in A. J. Moore Junior-Senior
School, Waco, a#er serving 34 years with
the Waco Indepe ndent School District. She
received her BS and MEd. degrees from
Prairie View A & M College.

Library Week

ELECTION PROCEDURE AND SUCCESSION TO PRESIDENCY

April 12-18
WHEREAS, members of the Association are either confused or do not
understand election procedures as they have been regulated by amendments
to the Constitution and Bylaws ; and
WHEREAS, the confusion and misunderstanding may account for the
failure of members to qualify as candidates for elective offices and, thereby,
result in "no contest" elections; and
WHEREAS, the elected first vice president fulfills the duties of that
office without the formality of being " duly installed" and, thereby, succeeds
to the presidency though never properly installed as first vice president; and

READING
ISTHE°"

.

'YCY

•

WHEREAS, the present practice prohibits functioning of the first vice
president during the months of November, December, January, February
and March ; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED : That the statutes governing election of officers
and succession to the office of president be declared null and void and that
new statutes be written to require the following:
1. That the elected first vice president be installed in that office

before serving as president of the Association; that the elected
first vice president will not assume duties of that office until
the installation at annual conventions.
2.

That candidates be certified by the Nominating Committee, in
a scheduled meeting during the annual convention; that the
Nominating Committee report the names of all certified candidates to the Delegate Assembly prior to or during the final
meeting of that body ; that the Nominating Committee be elected
by the Delegate Assembly at the final se:;sion prior to the convention the committee will serve.

3. That election ballots be mailed on or before October 5 of each
year; that the sealed ballots be presented to an Electi on Committee for tabulation at the annual convention.

•

Respectfully submitted,
C. A. Thomas, President
Teachers State Association of Texas
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TEXAS STANDARD

Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation
( Act of October 23, 1962; Section 4369, Title 39, United States Code)

•

1.

DATE OF FILING: October 26, 1963 .

2.

TITLE OF PUBLICATION: Texas Standard

3.

FREQUENCY OF ISSUE: Five (5) issues a year.

4. LOCATION OF KNOWN OFFICE OF PUBLICATION : 1191 Navasota, Austin ,
Travis, Texas, 78702
5. LOCATION OF THE HEADQUARTERS OR GENERAL BUSINESS OFFICES OF
THE PUBLISHERS: 1191 Navasota, Austin, Texas 78702
6. NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF PUBLISHER, EDITOR, AND MANAGING EDITOR :
PUBLISHER : Texas State Association of Texas, 1191 Navasota, Austin, Texas 78702 . EDITOR :
Vernon McDaniel, 1191 Navasota, Austin, Texas 78702. MANAGING EDITOR : None.
7.

OWNER: Teachers State Association of Texas, 1191 Navasota, Austin, Texas 78702.

8.

KNOWN BONDHOLDERS, MORTGAGEES, AND OTHER SECURITY HOLDERS

OWNING OR HOLDING 1 PERCENT OR MORE OF TOT AL AMOUNT OF BONDS,
MORTGAGES OR OTHER SECURITIES : None.
Average No.
copies each
issue during
preceding
12 months
Total No. Copies Printed ------ ------------ ---- ----- --- --------------- -- ----------- --- ---10,000

10, 500

Paid Circulation: To term Subscribers by mail ----------------- ----------- .9,800

9 .65 0

Sales through agents ------------------------------------------------------------------------ None

None

100

700

Total N o. of Copies Distributed ------------------------------------- --------------- 9 .900

10,3 50

Free distribution ------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------

•

Single issue
nearest to
filing date

I certify that the- statement made by me above are correct and complete.
Vernon McDaniel
Editor

LOCAL AND DISTRICT AFFILIATES:
District associations will be allocated delegates to the NEA convention
on a first come first served basis.

It is expected that TSAT will be allocated at least nine delegates. This
number must include two delegates designated by the Executive Committee.
Hence, district associations will have only seven allocations.
Local association are urged to pay their affiliation fees ($5.00), in order
that they will be qualified for NEA delegates. Local delegates have the same
status as state delegates.

**

•

**

**

Local and district associations are urged to file their rosters of officers
with the executive secretary, no later than May I, 1964. It is of particular
importance that the names of representatives on the Executive Committee
be filed .
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